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Dear Garrett, committee participants and board members,

I received my  packet in the mail with the SW color chips. I am grateful for the work you have done. The colors are
attractive and I appreciate your interest in creating a color palette that blends and harmonizes the neighborhood. 

Our color options need to address the walls, the trim, the shutters and doors, the railings and decks.  Trim includes the
wrap around the windows, fascia and soffit for those that have it and the rafter and ceilings of cabins that do not have
fascia and soffit. 

The last color in the top row of our packet, called Attitude Gray has some green tones, but I would like to propose we
use a lighter green like Sherwin Williams Rare Gray (SW 6199) and a complimentary darker option like Pewter Green
(SW6208) although it might be too dark. I attached both options below. The colors Acier and Gauntlet Gray
complement one another well and should be able to be used together in our gray options on exterior walls, trim,
shutters etc. The same could be done with the taupe colors. I would like to propose more freedom to use the colors
that have been so carefully selected. I attached an excel sheet to demonstrate color options and hope you all will
consider the options.

I would like to propose the addition of a nice creamy color like Casa Blanca (SW7571) to add to trim options and
the use of all of our complementing colors as shutters and doors including navy.

I also found several links to varying options for porch railings, many of them white, but think that we should be open to
other complementing colors and fence options, not restricting all of us to white railings. I really do not want white
railings on my cabin. Check this out: https://www.mydomaine.com/porch-railing-ideas-5180685

Most of our decks are gray paint or stain (either clear or solid stain) and grays and browns should be allowed. 

Thanks for your consideration. Looking forward to the next meeting.

[Quoted text hidden]
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